
greatly increase the costs of LED lighting upgrades.  

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS 
AER Pricing Review – Council street lighting charges will decline by an estimated $7 million (about 1/3) from 1 July 2019 with 
about 50% of this flowing to Southern Lights NSW member councils as recurrent savings.  Southern LIghts was an active 
participant in the negotiations, working with Essential Energy to identify savings that could be passed through to councils.

Sinking Fund Recognition – It emerged in 2017-18 that Southern Lights NSW was the only party aware of the history of 
funding for Tariff 2 lights. The tariff was introduced in the 2009 AER Determination. Southern Lights successfully argued with 
the new Essential Energy management team for recognition of this in the negotiations for the LED upgrade.  As per the 
Southern Lights NSW Business Case, this is worth $5,614,344 for the 41 councils that are part of the project. 

Joint LED Modelling – The Southern Lights' model for LED upgrades has not only allowed councils to understand the cost and 
benefits of an LED upgrade but we believe was also instrumental in Essential Energy's decision to reduce the direct costs 
associated with LED lighting upgrades because it informed decision-making on pricing.  The regular meetings between 
Essential Energy, Southern Lights and our consultants Next Energy has ensured a constant review of Essential Energy's price 
modelling and provided the opportunity for all parties to fully debate pricing. This has resulted in the best possible pricing 
outcomes for participating councils. 

NSW Public Lighting Code – Southern Lights NSW was the only party from regional NSW involved in the Departmental 
consultations on the NSW Public Lighting Code.  A compromise position was successfully negotiated by Southern Lights NSW 
with Essential Energy on key items  such as repair times and penalties, which led to the Department agreeing to mandate the 
Code  as a license condition on DNSPs.  The Code, which commenced on 1 July 2019 will for the first time see a legally defined 
service levels for street lighting in NSW with maximum repair times, higher penalties, mandatory reporting and a greater 
council say over technology choice.  For over a decade councils had been requesting that the Code be made mandatory. 

Acceptance of LED & Smart Controls in Essential Energy – At the outset of the project over 2 years ago there was a great 
deal of reluctance in the sector to adopt the wide-scale use of smart-enabled LED lighting. Essential Energy at the time was 
yet to adopt a comprehensive approach to the deployment of this type of lighting, expressing concern about the risk 
attached for the Organisation. Southern Lights has worked consistently with Essential Energy to promote the benefits of the 
adoption of this mode of lighting which will flow to councils as well as Essential Energy. We have worked hard to address 
concerns as they have arisen in relation to its wide-scale deployment and to find solutions to the barriers that have arisen. 

EOI for Smart Communications Systems - one of the major risks for the project was that we would not find a comunications 
solution that could connect 75,000 smart-enabled lights and provide councils with the connectivity needed for Smart City 
deployments.  Southern Lights, through REROC's procurement arm, undertook a comprenhensive EOI to determine if industry 
was interested and capable of delivering the communications' solutions needed. The EOI was completed in October 2018 
with many of the major global suppliers responding. The EOI demonstrated that there was the capability to deliver the 
communications backbone the project needed and this allowed the project to proceed to a full Business Case. 

LED Tender Completed – A tender for the purchase of smart-ready LED Lighting, which included Zhaga technology was 
completed in April. Southern Lights' consultants Next Energy actively participated in the tender development and evaluation. 
The first of the lights were ordered in June 2019.

Smart Controls Tender Deveopment– Southern Lights has participated in the development and scoping for the tender for the 
communications backbone for the project. The tender which is due to be released in late August, is expected to attract world-
wide interest.




